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Abstract

Transformations in the spatial organization of elementary education in the Czech Republic over the last 50 years are examined in this article, via case studies of two rural regions (Turnov district and Zábřeh district). The aim of the study is to investigate the impact of general development trends in elementary schools in territorial detail. Changes in the spatial distribution of schools, the size of school catchment areas, and the main education-related commuter flows are analyzed and visualized in cartographic form, in the context of educational policy and management.
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1. Introduction

With the evolution and expansion of transportation options during the 20th century, demographic changes and the depopulation of peripheral rural areas, there were pressures on restricting the “costly luxury” of the smallest villages having their own school. Many experts and scientists were already dealing with this issue in the 1980s. For example, Tricker and Mills (1987, p. 37) accurately summarized the fact that “educational provision in rural areas has been progressively withdrawn from the smallest settlements and concentrated in larger centres further up the urban hierarchy.” This necessarily led to the transformation of access to elementary education and of spatial relationships between communities and schools, municipalities and schools, as well as mutually between educational institutions. In the Czech Republic, several general trends related to this process have been repeatedly identified, e.g. by Hamp, Gardavský, Kühnl (1987), Hamp (2004), etc. The social consequences of school closures, which had the strongest impacts on rural areas, are also well known and were discussed by Bell and Sigsworth, 1987; Nitta, Holley, Wrobel, 2010; Witten, McCreanor, Kearns, Ramasubramanian, 2001, etc.

Nevertheless, the spatial organization of the elementary education system is still undergoing transformation in most developed countries. According to recent research, in many countries this transformation process is still continuing and becoming stronger, as its qualitative characteristics develop (e.g. Lberg-Bengtsson, 2009; Kearns, Lewis, McCreanor, Witten, 2009). The provision of elementary education is a relatively important political issue, which, in the context of overall state governance and economic development, changes over time. The provision of elementary education in rural areas is now often debated in the context of the sustainable development of rural areas, or identities of rural communities in the context of broadly understood spatial policy, planning and management (Kvalsund, 2009; Ribchester, Edwards, 1999; Walker and Clark, 2010).

Most scholarly studies of this issue refer to quantitative data to document the transformation of school patterns and the process of school closures. Some refer to the number of closed schools (Lberg-Bengtsson, 2009) over a short period of time and to local study areas. Other studies focusing on similar time intervals and locations provide a basic comparison of the number of schools at various points in time (Dowling, 2009). Sometimes they are supplemented with an illustration of trends by means of graphs (Kalaaja and Pietarin, 2009) or, in exceptional cases, by maps (Basu, 2007). The overall scope of these changes at a macro-regional scale, however, is usually not presented (but see Bell and Sigsworth, 1987 for an exception). These are factors that are assumed rather than actually documented by long-term statistics. What do the “dramatic wave of school closures” and the “closure of hundreds of them [schools]”, as described by Karlberg-Granlund (2009), mean in the context of changes in larger territorial units, for example, in an entire country?

In our previous studies, we attempted to use the case of the Czech Republic to provide an analysis of school pattern changes on a macro-regional scale for the whole country, approximately in the last 50 years (Kučerová, 2012; Kučerová and Kučera, 2012; Kučerová, Mattern, Štych, Kučera, 2011). Thus, the main trends in school pattern changes have already been documented. Nonetheless, the detailed territorial impact of these changes still has to be presented adequately. This is particularly true for those rural peripheral areas that have been affected most by the school closures. The goal of this article is to use examples at the micro-regional level to demonstrate how the territorial organization of elementary education, as well as the related spatial relationships in access to education in the Czech countryside, changed in the above-mentioned period.

We aim to answer the following questions: What percentage of elementary schools in our model areas have been closed since the mid-20th century? What extensive changes have occurred in the delimitation of the catchment regions of
individual schools? How have commuter flows changed in specific areas? The findings will be visualized in cartographic form and discussed in the context of overall changes in the Czech Republic as a whole. With the help of these analyses, we aim to acquire a relevant base for a further study of how the provision of education works in the countryside and what are the relationships between actors in elementary education. Far from just involving changes in the temporal and spatial organization of commuting, we presume this transformation was part of a much larger reorganization of territorial, institutional, and social relationships.

The structure of this study, one small part of a larger whole, corresponds with each of our research goals. Within the general framework of providing education, we will first turn our attention to several concepts in educational policy in relation to education at a regional and local level. It is educational policy which creates the legislative, organizational, and financial framework for the spatial organization of the educational system. Then, we shift our focus to the methodology of data collection and cartographic visualization of school patterns and commuter flows in the case study areas. The second part of the paper presents an interpretation and generalization of the results.

2. Policy of providing elementary education

2.1 Providing elementary education

The state is responsible for establishing a system of elementary education in its territory, which is centrally guaranteed to ensure a qualified labor force for the national economy and to maintain a society with certain knowledge, skills, and attitudes valued at the given time and by the given culture (Brown, Halsey, Lauder, Wells, 1997). Therefore, it is in the interest of the state that this service is provided uniformly throughout its entire territory at the same level of quality. All students should have an equal access to it regardless of gender, ethnicity, faith, social standing, health status, etc. (see, for example, the Czech School Act No. 561/2004 Coll., or similar legislation in other countries). What do we understand by ‘equal access’ in physical terms – of distance and other geographical characteristics?

Since the idea of compulsory education became established in the majority of European countries, networks of state-guaranteed schools were slowly built. They more-or-less equally covered the entire territory of the countries. In addition to this public school network, a less thoroughly planned network of educational institutes exists, including those organized by churches and various forms of higher education (Váňová, 2007). General spatial patterns of the organization of activities, as described by Hampel (1998) or Maryáš (1983), for example, tended to be reported with the school network expanding and growing denser. Even non-commercial services can be provided only if certain conditions are met; therefore, some services could be provided only in certain locations (population centres). The inequality in the territorial distribution of services at a micro-regional scale is therefore relatively high. Every educational institution has a defined service provision region. The higher and more specialized the form of education involved, the greater its territorial concentration.

In the school system, therefore, a hierarchy that corresponds with the hierarchy of the significance and size of population centres, can be observed. A similar – yet less progressive – hierarchy can be observed in the elementary school system itself. In most countries with developed educational systems, elementary education is broken down into two levels of education. These two levels may be combined into one institution. On the one hand, there are full elementary schools (hereinafter FES) with all grades of compulsory education. On the other hand, an elementary school can be incomplete (hereinafter IES), which is more common in rural areas with smaller populations of school-aged children. Such schools offer only primary education or perhaps even just several years of primary education. Then pupils must commute to larger schools situated in local centres in order to complete their lower secondary education. This higher level of compulsory schooling is territorially concentrated, as it is provided in a lower number of settlements.

The discussion in many educationally-developed countries is about the position and function of IESs in the school system (White and Corbett, [eds.], 2014). Are IESs full-fledged components of the educational system, or are they just unequal and inferior partners to FESs? Should IESs be subject to and serve the needs of FESs, or do they have the right to set their own educational goals and function as independent units (Dvořák, Starý, Urbánek, Chvál, Walterová, 2010)? Although most researchers working on small rural schools are in agreement that IESs are culturally-specific educational entities (e.g. Bell and Sigsworth, 1987; Kalaaja and Pietarinen, 2009; Karlberg-Granlund, 2009; Walker and Clark, 2010), IESs are, particularly in educational policy; perceived as lower-level versions of larger urban schools (Kvilsund, 2009). FESs thus serve as the models of “school normality”, and various criteria indicating performance, organization, facilities, etc., are presented in relation to and in comparison with FESs. IESs cannot meet the standards expected of urban schools. Therefore, they are necessarily imperfect and perceived as providing lower quality education (Bell and Sigsworth, 1987). This unequal relationship is then projected in school choice preferences and in the characteristics of catchment areas.

2.2 Policy in the management of catchment areas

Since elementary education is compulsory, its accessibility is ensured by legislation establishing the maximum distance – both physical distance and travel time – at which an elementary school could be for pupils who attend it. These limits are usually contained in most school-related legislations.

It was necessary to bring schools as close as possible to their “customers” – to fill the schools without pupils having to overcome transportation difficulties to get there. Thus, pupils were assigned to schools generally according to the school’s catchment area, which included the surrounding built-up area, the village, and the nearby isolated homes. Therefore, the elementary school network used to be characterized as being very dense, with at least an IES even in small settlements. As transportation became more effective and less expensive in the 20th century, however; it became easier for pupils to get to schools that were farther away. The ratio between the material inputs per pupil for education at a local school versus transportation elsewhere, changed. Schools with too few pupils quickly found themselves in a very disadvantaged position due to this situation. Moreover, they were often located in buildings in poor technical shape that were difficult to maintain, in small peripheral villages.

One of the priorities of centralized educational policy in most countries is to ensure the quality of elementary education, while maintaining as much financial effectiveness
as the “ghettoization” of unsuccessful schools occurs based on its results (Bradford, 1991; Bajerski, 2011). This school, as each school receives generally different funds contests, etc. The unit of interest has become the individual criteria, such as better test results in statewide tests, “unsuccessful” schools – based on generally measurable a heterogeneous school pattern. It also helps, however, to between schools, legalizes such competition, and supports This type of educational policy openly declares competition possibility to choose which school to send their children to. strict, clear catchment areas for each individual settlement unit including a school.

Spatial calculations based on gravitational models were used very often (Marsden, 1977). This directed provision of education does bring schools short-term client stability and greater ease of forecasting market developments in specific areas (e.g. by calculating changes in the number of pupils through population forecasts). In situations where the number of pupils declines or where the age structure of pupils is irregular, however, schools are at a great risk of closure without being able to attract other clients. This only strengthens competitive relationships that lack transparency (e.g. schools “fighting for” pupils). In such educational policies, the unit of interest is not the school (as a single institution). Rather, a school pattern is considered to be an equalitarian unit: a tool for education, in which every educational institute nor the local relationships between districts: Turnov and Zábrod. This work utilised a database containing information about number, type and spatial distribution of schools (whether they are FESs or IESs) in the study area at a certain time. Since the 1980s, as a result of population change pressures (declining numbers of pupils), liberalization policies, and attempts at cutting costs while increasing effectiveness (declining numbers of pupils), liberalization policies, and greater ease of forecasting market developments in specific areas (e.g. by calculating changes in the number of pupils through population forecasts). In situations where the number of pupils declines or where the age structure of pupils is irregular, however, schools are at a great risk of closure without being able to attract other clients. This only strengthens competitive relationships that lack transparency (e.g. schools “fighting for” pupils). In such educational policies, the unit of interest is not the school (as a single institution). Rather, a school pattern is considered to be an equalitarian unit: a tool for education, in which every educational institute nor the local relationships between schools and local communities (Kvalslund, 2009).

Since the 1980s, as a result of population change pressures (declining numbers of pupils), liberalization policies, and attempts at cutting costs while increasing effectiveness in the public sector, many countries have begun to openly support a (quasi-)market environment in the school system (Bradford, 1991; Nekorjak, Souralová, Vomastková, 2011). The chosen model areas were two Czech administrative regions, so-called MEC (municipality with extended competencies) districts: Turnov and Zábrod (see Fig. 1). The aim of our research was to examine the transformation of school system organization between different eras of educational policy, particularly during the centrally-planned Socialist regime and during the period of transformation after 1989. The availability of relevant data posed the greatest limitations to the research project.

3. Methodology and cartographic visualization

In order to assess the transformation of the territorial organization of elementary schools and commuting patterns in a given area and time, it is necessary to understand (1) characteristics of the spatial structure of schools, and (2) commuter flows. The chosen model areas were two Czech administrative regions, so-called MEC (municipality with extended competencies) districts: Turnov and Zábrod. In order to assess the transformation of the territorial organization of elementary schools and commuting patterns in a given area and time, it is necessary to understand (1) characteristics of the spatial structure of schools, and (2) commuter flows. The chosen model areas were two Czech administrative regions, so-called MEC (municipality with extended competencies) districts: Turnov and Zábrod.

3.1 School pattern analysis

To analyze the school patterns, it is important to know the number, type and spatial distribution of schools (whether they are FESs or IESs) in the study area at a certain time. This work utilised a database containing information about the presence of elementary schools at a municipal level in the Czech Republic. This database was compiled by Kučerová (2012) and covers four periods: 1961, 1976, 1990 and 2004. For all municipalities in the case study areas, the number of schools and their types were ascertained at the four mentioned time points. The database was also expanded to include current data from 2011, based on the Database of Statistical Data on Towns and Municipalities.

It is implicit, based on many studies of the issue that small rural IESs are at a disadvantage in comparison to FESs, when it comes to both policies for managing the catchment areas. In the former type of policy, when the school system was managed as a whole unit that is supposed to be as high performing and materially effective as possible, IESs were the most vulnerable during reorganization. As a rule, they were the first to be removed from the system. In the latter policy, in which quasi-market mechanisms are introduced into the educational system, FESs are once again more preferred by clients. These schools are often located in the same place where the parents commute to work, or they are found in generally more strategically advantageous locations. Importantly, urban schools also have a persisting image of providing education of higher quality, although this “quality” of education at large schools has never been proven by any data (see Lberger-Bengtsson, 2009; Ribchester and Edwards, 1999). We shall keep these conditions in mind during our analyses of model micro-regions in the Czech Republic, where educational policy has also shifted from the first type of management to the second ‘quasi-market’ type.

Fig. 1: Location of study area. Source: authors
Nonetheless, studying the location of schools at the municipal level proved to be insufficient. Particularly at the first studied time point, an elementary school occurred in almost every larger settlement unit, and therefore, there was more than one school in each administrative district of each municipality. Thus, it was necessary to define the exact geographical position of each school precisely. For schools that are still in operation, the address was found either on their webpage or on the webpage of the municipality in which they are located. For schools that were closed during the second half of the 20th century, the information about their location was searched in various types of region-specific documents. Former school buildings were often identified because of their typical architecture. This was done through field research and with the help of applications available on-line (orthophotomaps on the map servers Mapy.cz and Google Maps, and using the Street View application in Google Maps).

3.2 Commuter flow analysis

Commuter flows to each school were constructed based on the information about the number of commuters and the directions of their journey. In order to understand commuter patterns and their diversity within a given area, daily movements of individuals or groups of individuals were followed from their starting points (their homes, e.g. permanent addresses of commuters) to their destinations (schools). Thus, the number and significance of links between different parts of the study area and the locations of educational institutions were examined. Other authors constructed regional relationships in a similar way, including Hampl, Gardavský, Kühnl (1987), Hampl (2004, 2005), and most recently Mulíček and Kozel (2012). When combined with the information about settlement characteristics in the studied area, an initial view of service provision in the area is obtained. Thus, we can infer some qualitative characteristics of these relationships (e.g. stability, diversity of commuter situations, and competition between schools).

Most of the above-mentioned publications deal with macro-regional and meso-regional commuter patterns. Therefore, for such studies it is sufficient to work with the territorial administrative unit of the municipality. Many studies focusing on the micro-regional level of territorial administrative units, however, (e.g. Dokoupil, 2008), do not deal with relationships between individual settlements. Data about commuting to school are collected once every ten years as part of the population census. Relevant data from the last census (2011) were not available at the necessary territorial detail at the time when this research was conducted. Therefore, older data from the 2001 census were used. The acquisition of these data was commissioned specifically from the Czech Statistical Office, as publicly available statistics publish only commuter flows involving ten or more people. Although the data were used at the municipal scale, in most cases it was possible to determine simple relationships between the commuter flows and the particular schools. The reduction of the school network in the second half of the 20th century was so significant that, with the exception of regional centres (Turnov and Zábřeh), there was not a single municipality in the study areas that would have more than one school in 2001.

It was not possible to acquire comparable data on commuting to schools from before 1989. As the educational policy in that period assigned each pupil to a school that they had to attend based on their domicile, it can be assumed that there were ‘no’ commuter flows originating from the school catchment area elsewhere. It was not possible, however, to acquire information about the delimitations of school districts in the entire area of both MEC districts. According to personal interviews with employees from regional archives and representatives from local government and schools, there was no single rule in the past for recording how the school districts had been delimited. No cartographic depictions of these districts could be found. Generally, each former municipal office had a list of settlements that belonged to each school. Only a few of these lists have been preserved in the archives. Therefore, data from the 1961 census contained in the Statistical Lexicon of Municipalities of Czechoslovakia 1965, were selected. In its methodology section, it is stated that the publication contains data about the location of elementary schools provided by former local authorities. Crucially, it was found that the data are listed for all municipal parts, since in most areas, there was more than one school in that era. The state of the school network in 1961 also reflects how it had looked before it underwent a massive reduction in later years (Kučerová, 2012).

3.3 Cartographic visualization of data

For cartographic visualization, data layers from the ArcČR 500 3.0 digital vector geographical database were used, as well as the authors’ original layer indicating the locations of schools. Attributes of the existence and types of schools at the two mentioned time points were added to these layers, as well as the proportion of commuting students aged 6–14 from the total number of children of this age outside municipal borders in 2001, and data about where pupils went to PESs and IESs in 1961.

For each studied area, a separate project was created in ArcGIS 10.2. In the first phase, a map scale (1:200,000) and a map projection were selected (Albers equal area conic map projection using two undistorted parallels and with a cartographic meridian intersecting the depicted area). In ArcGIS, shading was also used to classify the territorial units and schools and for the distribution of composition elements. Then, these layers were exported to Corel DRAW X5 and modified. Figures 2–7 show the resulting maps. Creating the commuter outflow arrows (Fig. 4 and 7) for 2001 was the most time-consuming task. It was necessary to compare the commuting database with the data layer tables. The arrows were manually inserted into the maps to make them illustrative, readable and clear. Based on the number of commuting pupils, arrows of six thicknesses were created for each map. This allowed the comparison of the situation depicted in different maps. Arrows indicating the commuter flows to schools within a MEC district are blue, whereas those indicating flows outside of a MEC district are grey. At the intersection points of the arrows, weaker arrows are interrupted. The same solution is used for places where descriptions intersect arrows. On the map, the percentage of pupils commuting to school from each municipality is expressed using a choropleth map.

4. School system transformation during the last 50 years in territorial detail

4.1 General trends in the Czech Republic

Before we turn attention to the rural case study regions, it is necessary to present the main trends in changes happening in the elementary school network in the Czech Republic.
over the last 50 years. The elementary school network in the mid-20th century can be characterized as very dense with many rural IESs and multi-age classes, even in the smallest settlements (Trnková, Knotová, Chaloupková, 2010). Nevertheless, several factors in the second half of the 20th century were not favourable for maintaining a dense network of elementary schools. Over the course of merely twenty years, the number of elementary schools fell by one half. While there were approximately 8,000 schools in the Czech Republic at the beginning of the 1960s, in the 1980s there were only 4,000 (Kučerová, 2012).

A range of other factors aided these developments. Some are locally specific to the Czech Republic (e.g. the comprehensive policy of planned development for settlements, reforms in the organization of the educational system and schooling). Other factors are of a more general nature (e.g. demographic changes, world-wide trends in teaching concepts, the transformation from an industrial society to the post-industrial one, and related improvements in the effectiveness, speed and accessibility of transportation). Since this massive reduction in the school network several decades ago, the development of the elementary school network has remained stable. There is only a negligible decrease in the number of schools. Each year, the number of school closings has been usually in single digits, although some years have seen several dozen schools cancelled. The decline in the number of schools has also slackened due to a short-term birth rate increase in recent years, which has produced an adequate number of school-aged children (Hušl and Tesářková, 2009).

In the first half of the study period, the Communist regime (1948–1989) determined the educational policy in the Czech Republic. This policy of central planning created a school system that was managed based on directives featuring strictly-defined catchment regions known as “school districts”. Each area was assigned a school to which all school-aged children with a permanent address in the area had to attend to complete their compulsory education. Subsequently, during the post-communist period of transformation, the practice of assigning schools was abandoned. The School Act (Act No. 561/2004 Coll.) currently in force uses the term “district school”, and every elementary school operated by a municipality must be assigned a certain coverage area for which this school is a district school. But it does not specify that children domiciled in one school district should only attend the elementary school in that district.

District schools are only intended to ensure that pupils can complete compulsory education. Headmasters of district schools are required to prioritize the acceptance of pupils with permanent residence in their school districts. If the maximum occupancy of the school is not met in this way, then any remaining vacancies can be taken by pupils from other regions. Pupils, however, cannot be legally forced to complete their compulsory education in the school, which the municipality of their permanent residence has established for that purpose. Pupils, or their legal guardians, can decide for themselves which elementary school to attend.

Thus, this system is a combination of strictly-defined catchment areas and free market mechanisms. It should be added that most elementary schools in the Czech Republic have been established by non-commercial entities (90% are run by local governments), and only 2% of such schools are private (Kučerová, 2012). Therefore, the school system is financed largely from public budgets. Many questions are raised about those schools that are financed by a local government that are attended not only by pupils residing in that particular school’s district, but also by students from other localities who attend based on their parents’ choice.

4.2 Spatial relationships in providing elementary education in rural areas

Both model areas, the Turnov MEC district and the Zábřeh MEC district, cover an area of approximately 250 km². Turnov and Zábřeh are towns with similar populations (approximately 14,000 inhabitants) and are both micro-regional centres of rural areas. The number of pupils commuting to schools in Zábřeh was affected by the presence of a nearby town of similar size: Mohelnice. Both Turnov and Zábřeh are located in dales by rivers. Nevertheless, the catchment areas of these regional centres extend into the surrounding highlands with several rural settlements. The most significant difference between the study areas is population density. While Turnov is surrounded by a dense network of very small settlements of less than 100 inhabitants, the population density of the Zábřeh region is much lower and features settlements with more than 200 inhabitants. Already this factor, the size structure of settlements, significantly affects the school pattern.

In 1961, at the beginning of the study period, the number of elementary schools in the two regions was nearly identical: 35 IESs in the Turnov MEC district and 36 in the Zábřeh MEC district, and 7 FESs in each of them. Considering the function of FESs in the school system, it is understandable the number of the schools of this type was less than that of the smaller IESs, which were located in small rural settlements. As a consequence of the fragmented nature of the settlement network in the Turnov region, many settlements in this region did not have their own elementary school in the 1960s. Therefore, many pupils commuted, most often afoot, to schools in the neighbouring villages.

In the following decades, many factors began to contribute to changes in the school patterns. Primary factors included the declining number of pupils in the 1960s, which had a particularly strong impact on rural areas, and the contemporary policies. These policies attempted to concentrate most functions and investments into selected centres with large populations by creating “a centre-based system of settlement”. School reorganisations in the 1960s and 1970s had a non-negligible impact. New educational concepts recommended the closure of IESs, especially small schools with mixed classes (Trnková, 2006). The transport infrastructure in rural areas slowly began to improve with regular bus services (Kučerová, Mattern, Štych, Kučera, 2011) that allowed pupils to travel greater distances to schools. As a result of all these factors, a massive and yet-to-be repeated reduction in IESs took place across the Czech Republic, which deepened the unequal distribution of schools that began to appear in the second half of the 1960s and all through the 1970s (Kučerová, 2012).

Although the school pattern changes in both study areas corresponded with the above-described countrywide trends, the intensity and course of these changes slightly differed in some aspects. While only six schools were closed in the Turnov region before 1976, only 23 of the original 36 schools remained in the Zábřeh region in 1976. The school network in the Zábřeh MEC then stabilized with approximately 20 IESs and 7 FESs. Turnov experienced a period of radical school closures in the second half of the 1970s. The number
The number of IESs in the Zábřeh region increased by seven and numbered 18, as compared to 11 in the Turnov region. Thus, the current number of schools in the Zábřeh MEC district amounts to approximately one half of that recorded in the 1960s, while in the Turnov region there is only one third of the number of schools.

These changes significantly influence commuter relationships, which are depicted in Figs. 2–7. Figures 2, 3, 5 and 6 depict the state of school catchment districts in the Turnov and Zábřeh regions in 1961: Figures 2 and 5 depict the settlements falling in the catchment areas of IESs in 1961, and Figures 3 and 6 depict the settlements falling into the catchment areas of FESs. Both areas are highly fragmented in terms of the assignment to IESs in the 1960s. Every IES provides services in a small catchment area in which the distance to the nearest school rarely exceeds 3 km in a beeline. In the Zábřeh region, the catchment districts mainly cover the area of just one settlement, whereas in the Turnov region, pupils from multiple settlement units attended one IES. This was influenced by the already-mentioned differences in the settlement patterns of these case study areas.

As far as the FES catchment areas are concerned, most of the area studied is covered by district schools that are located in regional centres, i.e. in Turnov and Zábřeh. The Turnov school district, however, is much larger than the Zábřeh school district. The reason for this is not only that in 1961 there were three FESs in Turnov and only two in Zábřeh, but also that Turnov had always served as a stronger micro-regional centre to which bus routes led from various directions, which made it possible for pupils even from the periphery to commute directly to school by bus without having to change. The broadly-defined borderlands of both regions include a ring of areas falling in the catchment areas of FESs in smaller micro-regional centres. These were the largest villages in the micro-region with populations of up to 1,000. Zábřeh has more such potential “competitors”. It can be observed that the Turnov region, as opposed to Zábřeh, is a more compact, easy-to-define unit that is held together by a dominant and important centre. For school pattern variability, this type of pattern is not beneficial, as IESs face strong competition from easily accessible “opponents”: FESs located in the town.

Thus, the dominant position of Turnov had a stronger impact on school closings in the 1960s and 1970s. Figures 4 and 7 depict commuter flows in 2001. It is clear from the depictions that even early elementary education in the catchment areas of former IESs is now covered by FESs in Turnov: see, for example, the municipalities of Klokočí and Mírová pod Kozákovem to the east of Turnov, or the coverage of the municipality of Pěnčín, split between Kobyly and Turnov.) The commuter outflow from oscillating regions in the Zábřeh area was often directed towards the closest small FES in local centres: see the commuter flow from Jedlí to Štíty, not to the actual centre of the region, Zábřeh. Commuter flow directions for pupils completing upper elementary school outside of municipalities that have maintained an IES, generally respect the catchment districts of the FESs to which these municipalities had been assigned in the past. The statistical data about the commuter inflow and outflow do not make it possible to determine how many lower elementary school pupils from municipalities with IESs attend FESs outside of their municipality. This information can be acquired only by directly asking the inhabitants of such municipalities or school officials.

5. Conclusions

In accordance with Tricker and Mills (1987), cited in the Introduction, and based on the two case studies of rural Czech micro-regions (i.e. MEC Turnov district and MEC
Záhřeb district), we can confirm that this 50-year time period saw: (1) a massive reduction in small rural schools; and (2) strengthening of the functional significance of large settlements (towns).

In both of the model micro-regions, direct commuter links to the regional centres, as well as partially to other larger settlements in these areas, have strengthened. Most rural settlements have lost their educational functions, and have become fully dependent on towns at higher levels of the settlement hierarchy.

The school system is more concentrated in the MEC Turnov district than in the Záhřeb region, mainly because of its fragmented settlement pattern. The distance for commuting to school, even by younger pupils, is greater.
and the children enter environments different from their place of residence. In addition, the settlement pattern character of the Turnov region affects its overall transport accessibility. In such areas, it is always more difficult to operate mass public transit that is accessible to all and that has connections suitable for getting to and leaving school on time. Therefore, it could be assumed that when selecting schools, many parents in the Turnov MEC district will consider how they can combine their children's commute with their own spatial and temporal movement within their region, which often involves travelling to the micro-regional centre (Temelová, Novák, Pospíšilová, Dvořáková, 2011; Chromý, Jančák, Marada, Havlíček, 2011). This may result in parents choosing a school in the centre, and

![Fig. 5: Catchment areas of incomplete elementary schools (IES) in 1961, Zábřeh MEC district (note: ESU = Elementary settlement unit (a type of territorial statistical unit))
Source: authors, based on the Statistical Lexicon of Municipalities of Czechoslovakia 1965](image1)

![Fig. 6: Catchment areas of full elementary schools (FES) in 1961, Zábřeh MEC district
Source: authors, based on the Statistical Lexicon of Municipalities of Czechoslovakia 1965](image2)
Fig. 7: The number of pupils commuting daily to elementary schools outside of their places of permanent residence and commuter flow directions in 2001, Zábřeh MEC district

Sources: Authors, based on data from the Czech Statistical Office

thus regional links to the centre are strengthened. This is, however, still just an unsubstantiated hypothesis that must be confirmed.

The policies of the Communist regime in the Czech Republic accelerated and reinforced both identified processes of reduction and concentration. In particular, those policy measures geared towards governing the settlement system and distributing investments were significant, and of course the concept of educational policy. The object of interest for educational policy was the school pattern, which was considered an egalitarian unit. This concept of educational policy corresponded with the approaches taken to the educational system in most countries (including western ones). The system was guaranteed to ensure an educated labour force for the economy. In Communist Czechoslovakia, it was also supposed to produce citizens loyal to the state. In order to sustain the elementary school system with a lack of pupils in rural peripheral settlements, a conscious, planned and state-directed liquidation of a large number of IESs was launched (Trnková, Knotová, Chaloupková, 2010). Over the course of twenty years, one half of the schools were closed in one of our study micro-regions and the other area witnessed a two-thirds decrease in the number of schools. As a result, school commuting distances multiplied.

The introduction of a market economy after the fall of the Communist regime in 1989 also introduced elements of competition into a new educational policy. Local government functions have been returned to the municipalities, so that they can once again make decisions about what happens in their territory. Municipalities thus became, among other things, responsible for running elementary schools. Even though a vast majority of the monies needed for the operation of schools comes from the state in the form of redistributed tax revenues, local governments can support their schools by providing additional funds from the municipal budget necessary for operating “less effective schools”. Therefore, municipalities are free to decide whether they will finance a school in their jurisdiction, even a school with a small number of students. The fact that there are schools that have been preserved in the case study areas (particularly IESs) can be viewed as an expression of each municipality’s support for its school, and the municipality’s attempts at maintaining that school.

Another consequence of the free market has an antagonistic effect: parental choice. The increasingly strong links between rural municipalities and micro-regional centres do not just result from the reduction of IESs that took place before 1989. They are also largely the result of parents’ preferences in selecting the most suitable elementary school for their children today. These schools can be preferred due to their easy accessibility or due to their better image. Commuter flows from smaller municipalities (Figs. 4 and 7) that have their own elementary school may be evidence of this. In the future, could this approach to educational policy lead to more extensive IES closures, as reported, for example, by Bell and Sigsworth (1987)?

These questions lead to further research. One question that requires more research is: how have the changes in the school patterns, discussed above, been reflected in the relations between the schools in the region? On the one hand, this question particularly applies to relations between IESs in rural areas, but also to relations between rural IESs and the larger FESs in towns, on the other hand. The situation in the Zábřeh MEC district, where a larger number of IESs remained in operation, may put these schools in the position of strong competitors. They are dependent upon local demand, especially as birth rates and the number of pupils decline (Hulík and Tesárková, 2009). In contrast, IESs in the Turnov region may come up against more competition with urban FESs in the micro-regional centre. The relatively large distances between the small numbers of IESs in the Turnov MEC district, perhaps,
does not necessarily lead to an overlap in catchment areas. Therefore, a “common enemy” in the form of FESs could act as a bonding agent among these IESs. It could result in the formation of a counter-weight to the strong FES competitors, and to searching for joint development and cooperative strategies. To answer this type of question, however, more purely qualitative research is required.
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